


SYRAH ROSE, VINOIR CHILE
a well balanced cabernet sauvignon rose with ripe strawberry and cherry 
notes and a fresh finish

£6 £8

CASTELL MACABEU CHARDONNAY SPAIN
pale yellow in colour with aromas of peach and pineapple on the nose.
on the palate it is fresh with intense fruity flavours & good acidity.

£5.50 £7.50

white 175ML 250ML

rose 175ML 250ML

MOMENT DE PLASIR FRANCE
light, fresh and utterly irresistible rosé. oodles of soft, ripe, berry fruit 
flavours and a surprisingly long, refreshing finish.

£6.50 £8.50

sparkling 200ML

ROMEO PROSECCO DOC ITALY
fine with a persistent mousse and a rich aroma of ripe apple, lemon and grapefruit.
on the palate it is fresh and full bodied.

£7.50

BY THE GLASS

COLLI VICENTINI, PINOT GRIGIO GARGANEGA ITALY
golden yellow in colour. the bouquet is ample with floral & fruity notes. 
the wine is full, pleasant & well balanced.

£6 £8

PENNY LANE, SAUVIGNON BLANC
aromas of pineapple, gooseberries and guava dominate. the weighty palate presents 
passion fruit and gooseberry with a zesty lime backbone and a lengthy finish.

£6.50 £9
NZ

XIPELLA ‘CHIP - AYA’ SPAIN
pale glowing yellow in colour, with greenish flexes. on the nose, blended 
aromas of pear and apple are present, with notes of fresh juicy lime.
a delicious blend of 40% macabeo, 40% parellada, 20% sauvignon blanc.

£6.50 £9



LEONE BOTRYTIS SEMILLON AUS
deep gold in colour, with aromas of dried apricot, honey and peach. 
balanced with generous acidity to cut through the sweet notes. 

£5 375ML £28

LEONE MIRANDA AGED RUM TAWNY AUS
deep amber in colour, with typical rum aromas. golden syrup and vanilla 
on the nose. sweet and delicious, with flavours of chocolate, vanilla and 
butterscotch.

£4 500ML £28

THE BLACK SHIRAZ AUS
big and luscious, giving a fantastic mouth filling experience either alone or 
with any rich sauce. a touch of spice in the after taste and a wicked drink.

£6.50 £8.50

PROJECTE QU4TRE RESERVA SPAIN
aromatic & exciting, boasting red berries, juicy cherries & ripe blackcurrant 
notes. smooth and exciting with elegant tannins.

£6 £8

LA FORGE, MALBEC FRANCE
powerful and complex aromas of plum, mocha and blackcurrant on the 
nose. it is well balanced, smooth, round and rich in the mouth.

£7.50 £10.50

GRAN ARUCARIA, MERLOT RESERVA CHILE
intense ruby red colour, a fine sample of a complex wine with dry fruits & 
truffle. its tannins are mellow & soft, a pleasant & silky after taste.

£7 £9.50

dessert 50ML BOTTLE

red 175ML 250ML



GIN & TONICS

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT 40%
floral and zesty, a wave of tartness hits your tongue first, followed by a juicy kick of 
grapefruit peel. subtle hints of juniper round out the flavour.

£13

THE PINKSTER 37.5%
an agreeably british gin with a lot of character and a lot of raspberries. a peppery finish 
and a spanking of mint pulls this fruity tooty gin back from being overtly sickly.

£11

CHASE SEVILLE ORANGE 40%
made with botanicals including juniper, orange peel, liquorice, elderflower, bitter almonds 
and a final infusion of raw peel from seville oranges.

£13

BROCKMANS 40%
jammy blackberries and sweet blueberries dominate and provide for a very refreshing 
introduction to gin. 

£12

WARNER EDWARDS VICTORIA RHUBARB 40%
originally made using rhubarb grown in queen victorias garden, the rhubarb flavour is big 
in this one, but not at the expense of the underlying elegant harrington dry gin

£13

with care, love and special attention we present to you our gin menu.
all gins are served as a 50ml measure, only ever accompanied by fever tree tonic water and 
served in a wide bowl glass to really capture the aromas of your chosen drink. cheers!

FRUITY - ZESTY - AND POSSIBLY PINK
if pink gin is your thing, this is where you want to be looking. we have put together our favourite flavoured 
and fruity gins with their very own beautiful garnishes for the ultimate refreshing g&t



NORDES 40%
dubbed ‘galician atlantic gin, distilled from albarino wine, using wild galician botanicals 
such as laurel, lemon verbena, eucalyptus and quinine.

£13

SCAPEGRACE 40%
new zealand’s take on a juniper lead gin blending cassia bark, cinnamon, orris root, 
cardamom, angelica root and citrus peels. perfect for those who are fans of plymouth gin

£14

BATCH 40%
hand crafted in lancashire with the aim to be different. frankincense, myrrh, cinnamon, 
nutmeg, allspice, lemongrass and orange peel give this gin a deep, warm chirstmas spice.

£14

TANQUERY 43.1%
the epitome of a london dry gin. a fiercely guarded recipe thought only to contain four 
botanicals combine to create a smooth, well balanced, juniper dominant taste.

£9

LANGTONS 40%
eleven botanicals are used however its distinctive earthy taste and aroma are derived from 
the bark of 100 year old lake district oak trees. made using slate filtered lakeland water.

£12

MONKEY 47 47%
this german gin from the black forest is made using a whopping 47 botanicals and is often 
classed as the “rolls royce” of gins.

£16

SKIN GIN 42%
lively to say the least. big booming minty tones and a touch of coriander give way to fresh 
citrus notes from lime, orange, lemon and grapefruit peel.

£15

CLASSIC - DRY - CRISP
for the gin connoisseur. with countless gins now available we have carefully selected the following that we 
think stand out from the crowd. all garnished with complimentary botanicals.

UNIQUE - INNOVATIVE - OUTRAGEOUS
gins made to push the boundaries. traditionalists will almost certainly err on the ‘that’s not gin’ side of the 
tightrope as the noticeably big fresh flavours take centre stage ahead of the subdued juniper.



ALHAMBRA ESPECIAL SPAIN
a meticulous brewing process using only spanish ingredients creates a 
fabulous easy drinking, refreshing lager.

5.4% 330ML £4.50

BEER & CIDER
draft

EICHBAUM PREMIUM PILS GERMANY
a top class german pils. gold yellow in colour characterised by its elegant 
spiciness and distinction hop aroma.

5% 400ML £4.50

bottled beers

PELFORTH BLONDE FRANCE
full of refreshing malty notes. clean and thirst quenching with a sweet 
finish.

5.8% 250ML £3.80

bottled ale

HAWKSHEAD LAKELAND GOLD ENGLAND
a refreshing, well hopped, fruity and bitter golden ale with complex fruit 
flavours from the blending of english hop.

4.4% 500ML £6

cider

ASPALL’S CIDER ENGLAND
a fruity, dry, racy, thirst-quenching, lip-smacking cider. served super chilled 
over plenty of ice.

5.5% 500ML £6

OLD SCHOOL DETENTION ENGLAND
a clean, straw coloured light drinking bitter. this is a fully flavoured beer 
with floral aromas and a slightly dry finish. the perfect session beer.

??% 500ML £6

non-alcoholic

ERDINGER PILS GERMAN
erdinger non-alcoholic not only tastes fantastic, but is also healthy – 
thanks to the vitamin b9 that supports a strong metabolism.

0% 500ML £4.50



SOFT DRINKS
LUSCOMBE ORANGE JUICE 240ML £4

LUSCOMBE APPLE CRUSH 320ML £4.50

LUSCOMBE BLUEBERRY CRUSH 320ML £4.50

LUSCOMBE WILD ELDERFLOWER BUBBLY 320ML £4.50

LUSCOMBE COOL GINGER BEER 320ML £4.50

COCA COLA / DIET 200ML £2.50

FEVERTREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC 200ML £2.50

FEVERTREE NATURALLY LIGHT TONIC 200ML £2.50

FEVERTREE SICILIAN LEMON TONIC 200ML £2.50

FEVERTREE AROMATIC TONIC 750ML £2.50

FEVERTREE ELDERFLOWER TONIC 200ML £2.50

FEVERTREE GINGER ALE 200ML £2.50

FEVERTREE LEMONADE 200ML £2.50

HARROGATE WATER STILL / SPARKLING 750ML £3

HARROGATE WATER STILL / SPARKLING 330ML £2

FEVERTREE SODA WATER 200ML £2.50



RUM
HAVANNA CLUB 3 YEAR OLD 40%
a light straw colour reveals the age of this well-balanced white rum with a 
sweet, mild, fruity flavour and a hint of citrus.

50ML £6

HAVANNA ESPECIAL DARK RUM 40%
a premium golden rum. double aging gives a light sweetness and vanilla 
notes with hints of cinnamon, tobacco, orange peel and dry oak. 

50ML £7

BLACK MAGIC SPICED RUM 40%
a blend of light and dark rums infused with a secret blend of spices. it 
is a versatile rum and can be drunk neat, with ice or with a mixer of your 
choice.

50ML £7

BELVEDERE 40%
created from polish dankowskie rye and quadruple-distilled to create the 
perfect balance of character and purity. completely free of additives.

50ML £8

VODKA
STOLLISCHAYA 40%
‘stolli’ for short. a smooth, velvety classic, quadruple-distilled, blended 
with icy glacial water and carefully charcoal filtered three times.

50ML £5.00

CHASE ENGLISH VODKA 40%
from seed to bottle on a family farm, this is a gluten-free vodka with only 
two ingredients: potatoes and water. the only single-estate spirit in the uk.

50ML £8



BRANDY
MAXIME TRIJOL, V.S. 40%
the entry point into the maxime trijol, their vs cognac is rich and full of 
fruit and floral notes.

50ML £8

CLOS MARTIN VSOP ARMAGNAC 40%
armagnac tends to be richer, coarser and some would argue, more 
flavourful than cognac. if you haven’t tried it, you should give it a go!

50ML £10

TORRES 20 HORS D’AGE 40%
a dark noble amber colour results from its ageing in limousin oak casks, 
producing an elegant, rich and decadently flavoursome spanish brandy.

50ML £11

SHERRY
MICAELA OLOROSO 17.5%
a dry sherry, the preferred style in spain. deep and rich with lively aromas 
of orange peel, almonds and hazelnuts.

50ML £5



WHISKEY

GLENFARCLAS 10 YO - SPEYSIDE 40%
impeccably well-made, this is a whisky that always delivers in quality. a 
straw-gold , delicately light, sweet and malty dram.

50ML £9

KNOB CREEK, KENTUCKY, U.S.A 50%
crafted in limited quantities, aged 9 years and placed in only the deepest 
charred american oak barrels to fully draw out the natural sugars.

50ML £9

bourbon

NIKKA, FROM THE BARREL, JAPAN 51.4%
big-boned and bursting with character. one of the greatest value for 
money whiskies in the world.

50ML £11

HAIG CLUB 40%
a nose of butterscotch, honey and dried tropical fruits with mild pepper 
and light oak. if david beckham drinks it, so should you.

50ML £12

OBAN 14 YO - HIGHLAND 43%
a superb, full-blooded fruity malt with a whiff of heather and more than a 
hint of smoke.

50ML £13

TALISKER 10 YO - SKYE 45.8%
a classic island dram from the isle of skye. a powerful peat smoke and 
maritime character epitomise this famous whiskey.

50ML £10

SINGLETON 12 YO - SPEYSIDE 40%
a straightforward, nutty, smooth and mellow single malt, designed to 
attract new drinkers to the malt category.

50ML £10

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL 40%
notes of winter spice and treacle, hints of white pepper and a little citrus. 
the palate is quite rich and full.

50ML £7

single malt

blended



LIQUEURS
SALIZA AMARETTO 28%
this fine italian amaretto is actually made from almonds & pine kernals 
unlike a certain famous amaretto that uses only artificial flavourings!

50ML £7

ARRON GOLD CREAM LIQUEUR 17%
made with a healthy dose of the scottish arran whiskey, this is a cream 
liqueur where you can really taste the quality.

50ML £5

EXPRÉ ESPRESSO LIQUEUR 28%
think of the finest coffee liqueur in the world and you’d be somewhere 
close! intense and refined with a true espresso flavour.

50ML £7

LA GRANDE JOSIANNE 36%
all the rich, fruity tones of an armagnac with sweeter marmalade tones 
from the orange infusion.

50ML £8

CREME DE PEACH 18%
peach liqueur - delicious on its own, even better with a splash of prosecco! 50ML £4

CREME DE MURE 18%
perfectly ripe late summer blackberries are used to make this deliciously 
smooth sweet liqueur.

50ML £4

LIMONCELLO 24%
made using fragrant amalfi lemons, picked while at their freshest to give an 
extra zing to this delightful limoncello.

50ML £5

MYRTIL - WILD BILBERRY 24%
a deliciously fruity liqueur packed with real bilberries. great in prosecco or 
poured over ice cream

50ML £7

FRAGOLA - STRAWBERRY 24%
full to the brim with sweet wild strawberries. great in prosecco or poured 
over ice cream

50ML £7



CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
BOTTLE

ROMEO PROSECCO DOC ITALY
fine with a persistent mousse and a rich aroma of ripe apple, lemon and 
grapefruit. on the palate it is fresh and full bodied.

£26

TULLIO 1 PROSECCO DOC ITALY
fine and persistent premium prosecco. pleasant with notes of renetta’apple 
and hints of acacia flowers. 100% glera grapes.

£31

BEAUMET CUVEE BRUT FRANCE
a beautifully crafted classic champagne, with fine mousse and toasty 
aromas. on the palate it is crisp and light.

£44

BEAUMET CUVEE ROSE BRUT FRANCE
fruit aromas on the nose of raspberry with persistent bubble and sparkle. 
light and fresh on the palate.

£54

LAURENT PERRIER ROSE FRANCE
precise & crisp aromas of strawberries, redcurrants, blackcurrants & 
cherries. intense fruit on the palate with a clean crispness.

£90

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE BRUT FRANCE
beautifully aromatic. ripe fruit & spicy aromas, hints of roasted apples & 
peaches. a subtle combination of structure, length & vivacity.

£77

LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT PREMIER FRANCE
full and rich in texture and flavour with a fine and delicate mousse. fruity 
and refreshing notes on the palate with a delicious mouth feel.

£58

DOM PERIGNON FRANCE
aromas of fresh almond, lemon & dried fruits are present, with secondary 
smoky, toasty aromas. captivating, creamy & energetic in the mouth.

£190

1/2 BOTTLE BEAUMET CUVEE BRUT FRANCE
a beautifully crafted classic champagne, with fine mousse and toasty 
aromas. on the palate it is crisp and light.

£22



ROMEO PROSECCO 
SPUMANTE

TULLIO PROSECCO 
DOC

BEAUMET CUVEE 
BRUT

BEAUMET CUVEE 
ROSE BRUT

LOUIS ROEDERER 
BRUT

BOLLINGER CUVEE 
BRUT

LAURENT PERRIER 
ROSE

DOM PERIGNON



WHITE WINE
dry light and delicate BOTTLE

COLLI VICENTINI, PINOT GRIGIO GARGANEGA ITALY
golden yellow in colour. the bouquet is ample with floral & fruity notes. 
the wine is full, pleasant & well balanced.

£22

PENNY LANE, SAUVIGNON BLANC NZ
aromas of pineapple, gooseberries and guava dominate. the weighty palate 
presents passion fruit & gooseberry with a zesty lime backbone.

£25

CLOUDY BAY, SAUVIGNON BLANC NZ
zesty lime & grapefruit aromas are the first to emerge, followed by 
nectarine & lemongrass tones. fresh, focused with citrus & mineral notes.

£47

LE PIED MARIN, PICPOUL DE PINET’ FRANCE
pale yellow in colour. aromas of freshly cut flowers & citrus on the nose. 
on the palate it is fresh & vibrant with lengthy fruity flavours.

£25

DR DAHLEM, RIESLING CLASSIC GERMANY
a wonderfully clean, expression of the riesling grape. this modern 
designation allows for fully ripe flavours to come to the fore.

£28

aromatic and dry

XIPELLA ‘CHIP - AYA’ SPAIN
pale glowing yellow in colour, with greenish flexes. on the nose blended 
aromas of pear and apple are present, with notes of fresh juicy lime.
a delicious blend of 40% macabeo, 40% parellada, 20% sauvignon blanc.

£27

PIEROPAN SOAVE CLASSICO ITALY
a famous blend of garganega and trebbiano di soave produced under the 
soave doc of veneto. straw yellow, fresh, young, crisp and fruity.

£29



PINOT GRIGIO 
GARGANEGA

PENNY LANE 
SAUVIGNON BLANC

CLOUDY BAY, 
SAUVIGNON BLANC

LE PIED MARIN, 
PICPOUL DE PINET’

DR DAHLEM, 
RIESLING CLASSIC

XIPELLA
‘CHIP AYA’

PIEROPAN SOAVE 
CLASSICO



PASCAL BOUCHARD, CHABLIS FRANCE
a genuine chablis, showing great complexity of fruit, character & structure 
with typical mineral & flinty notes. rich & silky with a soft & creamy 
mouthfeel.

£39

CASTELL MACABEU CHARDONNAY SPAIN
pale yellow in colour with aromas of peach and pineapple on the nose. on 
the palate it is fresh with intense fruity flavours & good acidity.

£21

ARROGANT FROG TUTTI FRUTTI VIOGNIER FRANCE
bright gold yellow with green tints, essence of passion fruit, white peach, 
white currants & some herbaceous notes. fresh & vivid.

£24

juicy, fruit driven and ripe BOTTLE

LA FORGE MARSANNE FRANCE
rich and nutty with hints of spice and pear, the wine originating in the 
north rhone is a perfect food wine for fish and white meat.

£29

WHITE WINE CONTINUED...



CASTELL MACABEU 
CHARDONNAY 

PASCAL BOUCHARD 
CHABLIS

ARROGANT FROG 
TUTTI FRUTTI

LA FORGE 
MARSANNE



RED WINE
full and warming BOTTLE

GRAN ARUCARIA, MERLOT RESERVA CHILE
intense ruby red colour, a fine sample of a complex wine with dry fruits & 
truffle. its tannins are mellow & soft, a pleasant & silky after taste.

£24

MIRANDA, CABERNET SAUVIGNON AUS
made in barossa valley, the wine gushes blackcurrants and blueberries. this 
is a great rich food wine or after dinner drink.

£29

THE BLACK SHIRAZ AUS
big and luscious giving a fantastic mouth filling experience either alone or 
with any rich sauce. a touch of spice in the after taste and a wicked drink.

£25

PROJECTE QU4TRE RESERVA SPAIN
aromatic & exciting, boasting red berries, juicy cherries and ripe 
blackcurrant notes. smooth and exciting with elegant tannins.

£23

LA FORGE, MALBEC FRANCE
powerful and complex aromas of plum, mocha and blackcurrant on the 
nose. it is well balanced, smooth, round and rich in the mouth.

£30

BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR VIEILLES VIGNES FRANCE
a blend of pinot noir from various burgundian villages. it is smooth and 
round with balanced acidity and rich tannins.

£31

CASTELL, TEMPRANILLO SPAIN
intense ruby red colour. aromas of red fruits, raspberries, blackberries & 
balsamic notes. a sweet, elegant mix of fruit and toasted wood.

£21

light and delicious

ZENSA PRIMITIVO ITALY
produced in the southern tip of italy, this wine is totally organic as the 
wine growing environment is totally clean and dry. big, really big, this wine 
is great for the evening.

£31



GRAN ARAUCARIA 
MERLOT RESERVA

MIRANDA, CABERNET 
SAUVIGNON

THE BLACK SHIRAZ

PROJECTE QU4TRE
RESERVA

LA FORGE 
MALBEC

CLOS MONT-BLANC 
TEMPRANILLO

ZENSA PRIMITIVO

BOURGOGNE PINOT 
NOIR VIEILLES VIGNES



LA CETTO PETIT SIRAH MEXICO
fermented for 15 days and then aged 6 months in oak barrels and 6 months 
in bottle give an intense red colour with a clear violet glint. fruit aroma 
such as red guava, blackberry & floral notes of dewberry, hibiscus & 
truffle. a slightly different grape to the traditional syrah.

£29

oaky, intense and concentrated BOTTLE

MARQUES DE MURRIETA TINTO RESERVA RIOJA SPAIN
spicy aromas lead to flavours of vanilla, cherry, fresh herbs & minerality. 
with silky layers of oak, this medium bodied rioja is well structured & 
balanced.

£47

CHÂTEAU ASTRELUS FRANCE
made by a farming family from lancashire, this is an amazing example of 
cabernet from this classic wine region. we are delighted to show this 
wonderful wine and highly recommend with any meat dish.

£30

CARLOS V, IGT VENETO ITALY
complex and intense with spicy, vanilla notes & a strong aroma of mature 
red fruits. smooth and elegant with good structure.

£30

ARCHANGEL, PINOT NOIR NZ
aromas of red and dark fruit. violets, spice and cedar oak, this delicious 
wine leads to concentrated dark plum with subtle hints of spice and 
leather on the palate. medium-bodied with silky tannins, good persistence 
and length.

£49

RED WINE CONTINUED...



MARQUES DE 
MURRIETA TINTO 

RESERVA RIOJA

CHÂTEAU ASTRELUS

CARLO V. IGT 
VENETO

ARCHANGEL 
PINOT NOIR

LA CETTO PETIT 
SIRAH



LEONE BOTRYTIS SEMILLON AUS
deep gold in colour, with aromas of dried apricot, honey and peach. 
balanced with generous acidity to cut through the sweet notes. 

375ML £28

LEONE MIRANDA AGED RUM TAWNY AUS
deep amber in colour, with typical rum aromas. golden syrup and vanilla 
on the nose. sweet and delicious, with flavours of chocolate, vanilla and 
butterscotch.

500ML £28

BOTTLE

SYRAH ROSE, VINOIR CHILE
a well balanced cabernet sauvignon rose with ripe strawberry and cherry 
notes and a fresh finish

£21

MOMENT DE PLAISIR CINSAULT ROSE FRANCE
light, fresh and utterly irresistible rosé. oodles of soft, ripe, berry fruit 
flavours and a surprisingly long, refreshing finish.

£24

LE PROVENCAL FRANCE
cotes de provence rose. a pale salmon-pink rose, this rose reveals aromas 
of white flowers and red berries.

£29

ROSE WINE

BOTTLE

DESSERT WINE



SYRAH ROSE, VINOIR MOMENT DE PLAISIR 
CINSAULT ROSE

LE PROVENCAL

LEONE BOTRYTIS 
SEMILLON

LEONE MIRANDA 
AGED RUM TAWNY



JING TEA

ENGLISH BREAKFAST £4

JASMINE SILVER NEEDLE £4

EARL GREY £4

ORGANIC JADE SWORD £4

PEPPERMINT LEAF £4

LEMONGRASS & GINGER £4

WHOLE CHAMOMILE FLOWERS £4

BLACKCURRANT & HIBISCUS £4

DARJEELING 2ND FLUSH £4

carefully packed with exquisite whole leaf teas and herbal infusions to give the definitive tea 
experience.



NESPRESSO COFFEE

RISTRETTO £3

ESPRESSO £3

MACHIATO £3.50

AMERICANO £4

WHITE COFFEE £4

CAPPUCCINO £4.50

LATTE £4.50

ICED COFFEE £4.50

the finest coffees which have been blended, roasted and ground with the utmost skill by 
coffee experts. all available as decaffeinated.

HOT CHOCOLATE £4.50



THE GRAND HOTEL



GRAND AT GRASMERE




